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Company Overview
lllusive continuously discovers and automatically mitigates privileged 
identity risks and policy violations that are exploited in all ransomware 
and other cyberattacks.

Despite best-practice investments to protect identities, including 
deployment of Privileged Account Management (PAM) and Multi-Factor 
Authentication (MFA), 1 in 6 enterprise endpoints holds exploitable 
identity risks. Exposed service accounts, shadow admin accounts, 
improperly terminated RDP sessions, cached credentials, and cloud 
access tokens are regularly used by attackers to escalate privilege, move 
laterally, and commit crime. As Identity has become the new perimeter, 
it has also become the new vulnerability.

Illusive makes it easy for security teams to get visibility into the vulnerable identities sprawled across an organization’s 
endpoints and servers, then eliminate them or deploy deception-based detection techniques as a compensating control to 
stop attackers. Illusive has participated in over 140 red team exercises and has never lost one!

Founded by nation state attackers, Illusive’s technology is trusted by large global financial, retail, services, and 
pharmaceutical companies.

Technology
Illusive inspects Active Directory and PAM configurations plus scans millions of endpoints and servers without the need 
for agents, giving a prioritized list of unmanaged, misconfigured and exposed identity risks. It further enables automated 
mitigation of identity risks and the deployment of deception-based detection techniques to stop attackers.

Investors

The Illusive Identity Risk Management Solution

DISCOVER

MITIGATE

PROTECT

Continuous discovery of 
priveleged identity risks

Automated cleanup of 
exploitable identity risks

Deception as compensating controls  
for risks that can’t be mitigated
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The Illusive Partner Ecosystem  Undefeated Against 
140+ Red Teams

Beat DoD agency Red Team 
over 5-month exercise

First ever Blue Team win over 
Red Team

Illusive beat 4 deception 
providers, stopped 140 attacker 
movement attempts

Successful Red Team exercise 
led to integration partnership

Illusive at a Glance
 
 ■  Founded in 2014 by Ofer Israeli in conjunction with 

cybersecurity foundry Team8
 ■  Headquarters in New York City and Tel Aviv
 ■  R&D based in Israel, with a team comprised of former IDF Unit 

8200 leaders, researchers and software developers with state 
level and corporate security expertise

 ■  Deployed at leading financial institutions, retailers, law 
firms, healthcare providers as well as insurance, energy, 
telecommunication and technology companies

 ■  Participated in over 140 red team exercises without losing a 
single one

It only takes one vulnerability, just one, 
to bring your environment down. With 
Illusive, there are thousands of doors 
that are now locked—that’s huge.”
–SVP Global Cybersecurity Strategy & Operations,  
  Global Auto Finance Company 

Illusive is the only product we have 
that truly, if it raises its hand about 
something, you need to go look at it.”
–CISO, US State Department of Revenue

“

“

Ransomware and targeted cyberattacks exploit privileged identities 

Organizations have endpoints or servers with exploitable privileged identities 

Organizations are at risk of being compromised until they discover and eliminate 
exploitable privileged identities

ALL


